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CPR INSTITUTE FOR DISPUTE RESOLUTION

Getting a Head Start: More Intake
Questions and Tips for Mediators
BY MARJORIE AARON
Last month, author
Marjorie
Aaron
wrote that a party's
initial inquiry to a
mediator about po
tentially participat
ing in a case
provides many op
portunities for the neutral to initiate the steps
necessary for a successful resolution. The ar
ticle focused on a list of intake questions for
the mediator to direct to the parties. The ques
tions included:

L___ _ _ _ _ _ __j

• Have you and your client been involved
in mediation before? How did it work?
• What is the status of this dispute/case?
• How did the case get to mediation?
• Are you still in the process of selecting a
mediator, or have you agreed?
The list of questions continues below.

•••
What is the nub of the dispute here? Is it
the applicable law, or is it different views
of the facts (or both)?
Even where you have explained that you
don't want to raise neutrality concerns of
opposing counsel by learning case details in
the initial call, it is helpful to know whether
the dispute is a battle over facts, or law, or
both. Or something entirely different.
If you and opposing counsel were negotiat
ing, without any involvement by the clients,
do you think you could settle it, without
need for mediation?
It's so much more elegant than just asking
if there's a client problem, and may prompt a
richer response. This question asks the attor
ney to make an educated guess about how
much of opposing counsel posture is real-as
well as his or her own position-and how
much is negotiation puffery or clients' de
mands. Particularly where the lawyers have
worked through significant discovery or mo
tions on the case, they will have an intuitive
sense oftheir counterpart's approach, whether
he or she acknowledged a weakness uncov
ered in depositions, and the nature of his or
her interaction with the client.
The author is a law professor at the University of
Cincinnati and a mediator in private practice.

Can you describe what the dispute is
about-just a bare bones description-that
both parties would agree upon?
Where a "little bit" of case information
before a conference call won't jeopardize per
ceived neutrality (particularly if you have
worked with opposing counsel before), you
might opt to ask for a limited description. If
counsel begins explaining the client's position
and view of the case too strongly, you can
interject, and ask him or her just to outline a
basic chronology and the issues, describing
them in a way that opposing counsel would
agree with the attorney.
Where you are comfortable learning more
about the contacting attorney's side of the
case in this initial call, you might then ask:
What's your client's perspective on the dis
pute? Then follow up by asking: What is the
other side's perspective or position?
If the mediator learns that each attorney
could recite the other's legal, factual and moral
positions from memory, that no one has raised
a "theory of the case" or "dramatic narrative"
that the other couldn't sing in rhymes, the me
diator may recommend that little or no time be
spent reviewing these issues in a joint session.
All too often, while the attorney is adept
at articulating his client's perspective, he or
she is a bit baffled or incomplete when asked
how the other side views it, and why. Later,
in a separate conversation with opposing
counsel, when the mediator learns the other
view, and the differing information or theory
on which it is based, the mediator may rec
ommend an exchange, either prior to or be
fore the mediation session.
Please tell me a little bit about the person
alities of the people involved and their re
lationships.
Do counsel get along? For example, has dis
covery been difficult? Is there anything I need
to know about your client: Is he or she experi
enced, angry, or emotional about the case?
What should I know about the clients on the
other side? What are the dynamics between
the parties? Is there any past history between
them that might be important to know?
This is extremely important information
for a mediator to have, and it is best obtained
in separate conversations. The mediator will
(continued on page 204)
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Getting a Head Start: Intake Questions and Mediator Tips
(continued from page 184)
learn whether counsel or clients have stormed
out of depositions, whether there have been
accusations of"missing documents," whether
one side suspects the other has a client con
trol problem, who's paranoid, and what but
tons are being pushed. This will help the
mediator determine who should and shouldn't
be in a room together, how tightly the me

diator will moderate the dialogue, and how
quickly to intervene when the heat rises.
If the mediator uncovers a problematic
dynamic between counsel, he or she might
come up with a diplomatic way to suggest
that another attorney from the firm or the
corporation come to the mediation. Or, the
mediator might suggest to plaintiff's counsel
that the plaintiff be accompanied by a friend

or clergyman. The mediator may learn that
an "appearance" by the CEO or the immedi
ate past boss would be therapeutic-or di
sastrous.
A mediator can safely operate with the
hypothesis that there is something or some
one dysfunctional at work in a mediated dis
pute. Otherwise, they would have been ~ble
to settle it without mediation. Sometimes, the

THE NEUTRAL'S INITIAL CONTACT:
CHECKLIST OF MEDIATION ISSUES AND QUESTIONS
QUESTIONS FOR AN INITIAL CONTACT
BY ONE ATTORNEY

What is the nub of the dispute here? Is it the applicable law, or
is it different views of the facts? Or both?

Does the other attorney(s) know you are calling me?
If not, strongly discourage counsel from going into detail about the
case. Invoke neutrality.

You might say: "I am concerned that if I learn too much about the
case from you now, opposing counsel may become suspicious that
I've been 'tainted' by your call," particularly where the other attor
ney hasn't yet agreed to mediate or to use the neutral getting the
call. So the neutral can tell the caller, "''d like to save the sub
stance for a conference call with both counsel, but in the mean
time, I'd like some basic information." Then turn to the questions
listed above.

Are you still in the process of selecting a mediator, or have
you agreed?
Experience indicates that a "sell" job is less likely to get you the case
than a focus on the issues, dynamics, barriers to settlement, etc.
Have you and your client been involved in mediation before?
How did it work? Does it raise any concerns for you about
mediation in this case?
It is helpful to know the experience level and expectations or people
who are going into the mediation.
If the caller has never been involved in mediation before, you should

review the major ground rule--confidentiality--and be prepared to
describe it briefly, and how the process usually works.

What is the status of this dispute/case? Is it in Litigation?
Where are you in the discovery process? Have summary judg
ment motions been filed/ruled upon or are they Likely to be?
Has a trial date been set? When?
How did the case get to mediation? Was it referred by the
court? Suggestion by counsel? Initiated by the client?
Have there been any previous settlement discussions? How
did they go? What was offered and demanded?

What's your client's perspective on this?
You get to this question only if you have decided that you are
comfortable learning about the caller's side of the case in this
initial call. If you reach this stage, you should follow up with a
question about what the caller thinks about the other side's per
spective or position, if he or she knows.

Please tell me a little bit about the personalities of the people
involved and the relationships.
•Do counsel get along? (Has discovery been difficult?)
• Is there anything I need to know about your client: Is he or
she experienced, angry, or emotional about the case?
• What should I know about the clients on the other side(s)?
• What are the dynamics between the parties? Is there any
past history between them that might be important to know?
Obviously, some of these questions will be more appropriate
than others, depending upon what you have already learned.

ESSENTIAL INITIAL CONVERSATION QUESTIONS

The mediator also needs to check for potential conflicts.

Who do you think should be present at the mediation? Who
were you planning to bring from your client's organization?
What was their role in the underlying dispute? What kind of
authority will they have? Is there anyone on the other side
whom you think must be there for the mediation to be success
ful? Anyone who would be a disaster?

Can you describe what the dispute is about-just a bare bones
description-that both parties would agree upon. In other words,
what happened? What are the issues?

Is there potential insurance coverage here? Do you know the
insurance coverage? Who will be there on behalf ofthe insurer?
Do you know what level of authority they will have?

If counsel begins explaining the client's position and view of the

Clearly set out the next steps, and gain counsel's approval,
and take his or her suggestions.
-Marjorie Aaron

It would be helpful to have some basic information about the

case. Can you tell me: Who are the parties? Who are the Law
yers? What law firms? Are any insurers involved? Which insur
ance companies?

case too strongly, I might interject and ask the attorney to describe
them in a way that opposing counsel would agree with him.
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dysfunction is limited to the negotiation pro
cess; often it is not. The mediator is well
served by the answers to questions that will
help everyone avoid potential minefields cre
ated by the human dynamics in the dispute.

Who do you think should be present at the
mediation? Who were you planning to
bring from your client's organization?
What was their role in the underlying
dispute? What kind of authority will they
have? Is there anyone on the other side
who you think must be there for the
mediation to be successful? Anyone who
would be a disaster?
The answers to these questions can be
critically important. Sometimes, counsel will
have arranged to bring someone with the
appropriate level of"authority," but who was
directly involved in the decisions leading to
the dispute. Or, the suggested representative
might, upon reflection, be abrasive and diffi
cult, or the perceived "enemy" of the other
side. There might be other representatives
available more familiar with business opera
tions, and able to suggest or implement cre
ative solutions. Counsel generally are
receptive to the mediator's-not the other
side's-suggestion to rethink their choice of
a representative at the mediation.

Is there potential insurance coverage
here? Do you know the insurance
coverage? Who will be there on behalf of
the insurer? Do you know what level of
authority they will have?
It is critical to know the insurance set up.
Counsel often fail to focus on it sufficiently.
They may have decided the insurer will be on
telephone notice. This is generally a bad idea,
but it's much worse ifyou did not know about
it. The insurer may be planning to come, but
counsel may not have provided the insurance
representative with critical information when
a settlement limit has been set. It may be help
ful to have an excess carrier attend.
Managing the insurer sometimes is ex
tremely difficult and frustrating. Mediators
should ask sufficient questions about the in
surance coverage picture and then figure out
how that might help or hinder settlement,
and what, if anything can be done about it.

Have there been any previous settlement
discussions? How did they go? What was
offered and demanded?
It may be best to raise the topic of settle
ment discussions after you have a feel for
the case and for counsel-later in the call.

CPR INSTITUTE FOR DISPUTE RESOLUTION

Why wait? If the lawyer responds, "They
asked for $1 million and we offered $50,000,"
he doesn't want you to calculate the midpoint,
and forget everything else, which is
what lawyers think all mediators
do-and exactly what they
should not do! The attorney
wants the mediator focused on
his or her client's problem, on
the "just" result, on the merits,
and on the unfairness.
Asking first about previous
settlement offers is too cold and in a
way, too intrusive, before you've gotten to
know the party, counsel, and the case.
Don't skip these questions. The media
tor wants to know the negotiation history,
including any past settlement offers or de
mands. That history provides a great deal
about what the parties are thinking and their
bargaining styles. But no matter how far
apart the numbers, don't despair. That is why
they sought a mediator. You would be
amazed how cases with relatively small ini
tial gaps can resist settlement and cases with
enormous gaps can fall into place.
Ifpossible, ask about negotiation history
in separate conversations. It is amazingly
common for counsel have different memo
ries of the last numbers offered. Sometimes
this can work to the mediator's advantage,
where one lawyer thinks he offered more
than the other lawyer remembers. Or, it can
create a lot of trouble, when one lawyer
thinks the other has already offered more
than the first number he puts our in the
mediation.
You need to know if there are any dis
crepancies. If you uncover one that will be
problematic in the mediation, you should
call counsel back, explain that there is a dis
crepancy in the way they remember things,
and ask permission to tell each side what the
other thinks the offers were and demands
exchanged to date.
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gistics, documents to be exchanged or sub
mitted, and to understand the issues in dis
pute. The goal of the conference call will
be to get the process and logistical
details set, as needed for the me
diation agreement. If it appears
that the dynamics are difficult
and the issues are complex,
the mediator might suggest
at the outset that the confer
ence call will be followed by
separate, more substantive con
versations with both sides.
If time is short, as mediation must be
scheduled prior to a trial or hearing date,
and a conference call will be difficult to ar
range due to counsel's trial or travel sched
ules, the mediator might simply arrange to
call opposing counsel separately and pre
liminarily on process issues and logistics.
The mediator will send out a mediation
agreement based upon the rwo initial con
versations, and if necessary, follow up with
more substantive separate conversations
with counsel and perhaps with the parties,
prior to the mediation session.
As the mediator recommends next steps,
he or she can and should be quite transpar
ent about the reasoning, explaining why
these steps are more likely to result in suc
cessful mediation process.
l1ill

PART
TWO OF
TWO

• • •
When the questions are done, the media
tor must consider the next steps in the pro
cess. Even in a call that has studiously
avoided discussion of a legal dispute's par
ticulars, the mediator who has received re
sponses to the above questions will have
obtained information invaluable for recom
mending process steps.
If the attorneys enjoy a reasonably re
spectful relationship, and a conference call
can be arranged in short order, the media
tor might suggest a call to settle upon lo-

THE BOTTOM LINE
The initial contact offers the mediator the
opportunity to:
• Demonstrate and communicate
neutrality.
• Demonstrate focus on this particular
case, the counsel and the parties.
• Demonstrate process agility, flexibility
and confidence.
• Express appreciation and understanding
of issues in the case and the caller's
perspective, but only to the extent
expressed, and without signaling
agreement or concurrence before
hearing the other side's perspective.
• Build trust.
• Begin gathering information to
diagnose barriers, spot trouble, and
build a final session in the way most
likely to achieve constructive
settlement.
• Set up the next steps.

- Marjorie Aaron

